When it comes to Ring Sizes, choosing the appropriate ring size can be quite difficult and get slightly complicated.
Fear not!
We, at Bullion Exchange Jewellers, provide our customers with expert advice and help them in choosing their correct
ring size.
Since there are many factors to consider when deciding on a ring size, the main factor is the shape of the ring finger, as
explained below.

When sizing a ring to fit your finger, there are first a few things to take into consideration:

1.

If your fingers have protruding knuckles, we would
recommend that the ring must be very tight when pushing over knuckle. This is to ensure that when the ring is on
the finger, it does not become too loose. (Since the section of finger behind the knuckle will be smaller than the
knuckle).

2.

. This finger becomes
larger as it goes up towards the palm then the ring must be placed a little towards the back of finger (towards the
palm). This way it will create a little indentation in finger to support in place. It must be noted that the ring should
not be worn loose with this finger type, since the tendency to slip can be greater. The ring should not be too tight
as to cut the blood supply off either! These type of fingers are not very common and it must be remembered that a
little tighter is always better than being slightly loose!

These finger types have a marginal knuckle to hold
the ring in place and is considered a very neutral ring finger type. It is generally easy to measure this type of finger
and can be worn either slightly tight or slightly loose, depending of course, on the ring and preference of the
wearer. (Eg : Solitaire rings should be worn tight so as to ensure the diamond is in the center)

3. .

• Before printing, make sure that page scaling is set to “None” in you print options.
• Make sure you are printing to standard 8½ x 11 size paper (A4).Your ring sizer should be 3½ inches.

1. Print and cut out the ring sizer below.
2. Wrap the ring sizer around your ring finger with the number side visible to you.
3. Take note of the number that appears closest to the slit – that is your ring size.

For Further Information Please Contact
Bullion Exchange Jewellers
(009411) 259 9063 / 258 1507

